ID

GLOBAL

MAXIMUM SECURITY.
MINIMAL EFFORT.

REINVENTING THE
IDENTITY LIFECYCLE
Liga GlobalID is built to handle the entire identity lifecycle from the initial
onboarding and validation of the user, the enrollment of multifactor
authentication tokens, the everyday use, and the revocation process and
reporting for compliance purposes.
The entire lifecycle handling is built into our Liga GlobalID virtual appliance
replacing complex processes and the need for expert knowledge within IT,
with automation and self-service.

1
CREATE
Automatic and rulebased user onboarding by
integration into existing
infrastructure.

RELEASE POTENTIAL

ISSUE

Liga GlobalID offers a unique use of authentication and automation to
release the full potential of your organization while increasing security.
• Easy introduction of multi-factor authentication
• Convenient self-service onboarding for the users
• Freeing up valuable internal HR and IT resources
• Fulfilment of strict IT compliance requirements
• Easy access to extensive reporting and audit trails

USE

REAL-TIME
SYNCHRONIZATION

STRONGEST
AUTHENTICATION
SECURITY

User-friendly and secure
digital multifactor
authentication access.

4

FEATURES
MULTIPLE USER
DIRECTORIES

Easy self service enrollment
and ID validation.

3

Should your internal HR and IT resources be used for value-creating
initiatives instead of administration and manual processes? Then Liga
GlobalID is an obvious choice to consider.

BROKERING
AUTHENTICATION
TECHNOLOGIES

2

REVIEW
AUTOMATING THE
AUTHENTICATION
LIFECYCLE
ENABLES TRUE
SINGLE SIGN-ON

LEARN MORE: www.liga.com/globalid

USER SELF
SERVICE
IN DEPTH
REPORTING

ENABLING THE USE
OF CERTIFICATES,
EVERYWHERE

Extensive logging of user
events providing a solid
foundation for compliance
and audit reviews.

SUPPORTS
MULTIPLE DEVICES
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MAXIMUM SECURITY.
MINIMAL EFFORT.

BROKERING
AUTHENTICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Liga GlobalID is the hub that connects all the components in
a certificate-based security infrastructure. The integration
with existing user directories, internal or external CAs and
the support for multiple authentication devices is all handled in one solution.

The automation of the user lifecycle reduces IT cost by using
a well-documented and uniform process for issuing the user
identification tokens. In addition, this allows for achieving
and documenting compliance towards local, national or international regulations.
The embedded IDM engine allows GlobalID to be integrated into any environment. GlobalID is the hub that makes all
the components work seamlessly together.

CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITIES (CA)

IDENTITY
PROVIDERS (IdP)

APPLICATIONS

EXTERNAL eIDs

USER
DIRECTORIES
SIEM

MULTIPLE USER DIRECTORIES
Organizations that have been re-organized and merged may
be struggling with multiple user directories that are not interconnected. Liga GlobalID brings all the pieces together.
Multiple user directories are supported simultaneously in Liga GlobalID. This allows integration into even the
most complex environments. Any combination of on-prem,
cloud-based and hybrid user directories are supported.

LEARN MORE: www.liga.com/globalid

As soon as a change occurs on a user, eg. a new certificate
has been issued, Liga GlobalID’s rule-based engine immediately updates the user object in the original directory, while
simultaneously logging and time-stamping the operation
for compliance.
The real-time synchronization makes a new certificate instantly valid. Correspondingly, a certificate revocation is
instantly enforced.
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MINIMAL EFFORT.

AUTOMATING
THE IDENTITY LIFECYCLE
Onboarding of new users has never been so easy. The real-time synchronization allows for newly added users to
automatically have a certificate requested, which they can
pick up from the GlobalID client application. The certificate is automatically added to the user object in the original
user directory, and thus instantly valid for authentication.

Combining GlobalID with a local Identity Provider supporting certificates allows for a passwordless, single-sign-on
experience for users. Revocation of certificates can be
automated, so that users that are no longer with the company have their certificates revoked and no longer have
access to IT systems.

1

REINVENTING
THE
IDENTITY
LIFECYCLE

CREATE
Automatic and rulebased user onboarding by
integration in to existing
infrastructure.

2
ISSUE

Easy self service enrollment
and ID validation.

3
USE
User-friendly and secure
digital multifactor
authentication access.

4
USER SELF SERVICE
The Liga GlobaID client application provides 24/7 availability. The client is always ready to issue, renew and even
revoke user’s certificates and authentication devices.
The client solves the issues of any ad hoc enrollment of
employees which means less work for IT administrators.
The issuing process includes user identity validation.
This can be achieved from either an external eID service
or tailored processes like mobile confirmation or manual
approval. Sworn statement from the user can be included
in the process as well. The Liga GlobalID client works as a
stand-alone application or in kiosk mode.

LEARN MORE: www.liga.com/globalid

REVIEW
Extensive logging of user
events providing a solid
foundation for compliance
and audit reviews.

ENABLES MULTIPLE DEVICES
Users come with different requirements and different use
cases. Different devices may be convenient in different
situations. Liga GlobalID supports multiple devices for
a single user. These may be used interchangeable or for
different purposes as defined outside the Liga GlobalID
system.
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STRONGEST
AUTHENTICATION
SECURITY
The digital identity is the single most important factor in
securing the IT infrastructure. Liga GlobalID strengthens
the resilience against phishing, ransomware and targeted
attacks.
The most secure user authentication is based on certificates, a well-established standard. GlobalID simplifies the
operation by bringing all the components together. Desktop computers, mobile devices, remote desktops, and web
applications are examples that support certificates for
strong user authentication out-of-the-box.

ENABLING THE USE OF
CERTIFICATES, EVERYWHERE

IAM AND IDM INTEGRATION

Using certificates with a local Identity Provider allows for
easy and secure access to IT systems. The use of GlobalID
sets the organization on track towards a true passwordless infrastructure.

Liga GlobalID allows seamless synchronization with a
customer’s existing IAM and IDM systems as well as other
applications, regardless of existing technologies. This
flexible architecture allows deployment in almost any
environment and lets an existing IDM system expand it’s
value to the organization.
True single sign-on can (SSO) be achieved by integrating Liga GlobalD with a local Identity Provider (IdP).
This allows the use of a highly secure, certificate-based
authentication for almost any kind of IT service. Step-up
authentication is another example of overall strengthening of security. Liga GlobalID will integrate with IAM and
IDM solutions in both on-prem, cloud-based and hybrid
environments.

LEARN MORE: www.liga.com/globalid

IN DEPTH REPORTING
Auditing data need to be easily accessible for compliance
and forensic purposes. This is obtained with Liga GlobalID,
which acts as the hub that interconnects the user identity
and transaction data.
All transactions are logged and provides a complete audit
trail in order to comply with regulations. Detailed reporting is accessible from the user-friendly reporting UI which
allows for easy access to details for every user. The transaction log can be integrated with existing SIEM solutions in
order to leverage the existing IT environment.
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